logical coherence of data and conclusions; but this year we are obliged to content ourselves with bare arithmetic and conclusions, which, as we shall presently show, are of the most shadowy description.
The prevalence of cholera in 1873 is shown in the following This depends entirely on the manner in which the communication is held to occur. If it is held to be a direct, immediate and necessary communication, the assertion is probably true in most cases ; but no one now-a-days holds this view, if indeed it ever has been held.
3rd?" That the theory which would explain the phenomena on the supposition that in a year of epidemic prevalence very many sources of water-supply over an enormous area had been polluted with cholera discharges, while in a year when cholera is dormant such pollution has either been rare or has not taken place at all, fails altogether to explain the facts either of wide-spread prevalence or of individual outbreaks."
The position here combated must bo held by very few ; but the disproof of it turned entirely on a priori considerations, and the water itself, which is the essential point of the question, was not in any one instance sullioiemly examined to justify so sweeping an assertion. 
